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Abstract:
Plunges into icy cold salty water from sea cliffs, immersive warm water baths underground,
draughts drunk from pebble-strewn nymphs’ springs—characters throughout Lady Mary
Wroth’s two-volume early seventeenth-century English romance engage a variety of
hydrotherapeutic cures to erase or enflame love’s afflictions. Even the “sage” Melissa, the
story’s enchantress and revered source of counsel, operates what appears to be a kind of spa on
the island of Delos. This paper explores how the newly revived interest in the healing properties
of mineral waters in late sixteenth-century England infiltrate the imaginative landscape of
romance. What do these episodes reveal—and foretell—about changing social attitudes
towards female eroticism, religious belief, and wonder of the natural world? How might these
imagined cures facilitate later theories that ministered healing water for both physical and
mental health?
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